EDC Mobile Classroom
Nature & Equine Educational
Enrichment Programs
The Equine Discovery Center (EDC) is a
place where curiosity and exploration are
held in the highest regard and
fostered in every lesson offered. Our programs
unite the beauty and mystery of nature and the horse with the everyday
subjects of math, science, language and history to create an experience
that children of all ages will enjoy and learn from. Our educational guides
partner with live animals (including horses) and natural elements to
demonstrate and explore topics such as anatomy, nutrition, body language
and much more.

The EDC Mobile Classroom Brings the Field Trip to You
Our 35-foot mobile classroom brings the excitement of a field trip to your location
without participants having to travel. We deliver learning programs onsite at schools,
youth centers, community organizations and special events throughout New England.
The mobile unit is complete with all the sights, sounds, and smells of an offsite
adventure, including an equine ambassador.
EDC adventures complement the educational standards set forth by the states
of Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
Every expedition is designed with multiple
learning levels in mind. There are no
“wrong turns” along the paths. As children
pose questions, discussions grow organically, and new things are learned each
time.

Book Your EDC Mobile
Visit Today!
Special “to your door” field trip
provides:
– Engaging hands-on activities.
– Modules that are flexible and
elastic in nature to allow kids
to progress at individual pace.
– Enthusiastic professional
instructors.
– Transportation to your school,
camp, organization or event.

Our 35 foot long mobile
classroom arrives complete with
an equine ambassador!

Contact: Tricia Bridgeo

603-548-1752
7 Old Fremont Road
Raymond, NH 03077

www.equinediscoverycenter.com

We Bring Adventures to Your Doorstep!

Engagement Through Story Telling
Winston is a lizard – a reptile. He loves to sit and
listen to stories.
He especially loves to hear stories about
dinosaurs.
Why does Winston like stories about dinosaurs?

Winston
Our bunnies, Dandy and Lion,
hop to attention when they
hear about adventures.

Dandy
& Lion
Mini-horse, Darwin, never tires
of hearing a good Western story,
especially the horse parts.
They remind him of his time as
a deputy.

Darwin

Would you like us to come
and visit you? Winston, Darwin,
Dandy and Lion all love to
travel to new places.

Stories are a wonderful way to engage youth in the beauty and fun of reading.
Interacting with fellow creatures draws the audience into the adventure and creates a lasting
impression. Touch, smell, sight, and sound enhance the experience and creates pathways for
questions and conversation.
The EDC can bring modules for story time or create a short story with Winston, Dandy,
Lion and Darwin. The modules can also be made to incorporate themes and topics that
are being worked on in the classroom.

603-548-1752
www.equinediscoverycenter.com

Fostering Passion & Curiousity
Winston is a desert dwelling lizard.
He does not drink water.
The earth is made up of how much
water? 37% 67% 75%
How much is drinkable (potable)?

Exploration of topics through
hands on activities fosters
curiosity. The EDC understands
the importance of science,
math, history, language, and
technology. The center also
understands the importance
of creativity. The combination
of content allows for diversity
in the modules.

For example, one module discusses a
blacksmith. The flow of discussions meander
into history of blacksmithing, measuring
techniques of angles and different types of
metals. The adventurers then leap forward in
history to a modern day blacksmith known as
a farrier (a specialist in forging horse shoes).
The adventures that the mobile classroom
brings to your doorstep widen paths and
explore options that lead to the future.
Introducing complex topics such
as chemistry, biology, geometry,
latin and others to intrigue
students and to encourage
the desire to explore options
for future goals.

603-548-1752
www.equinediscoverycenter.com
Water answers: 75% and 1%

Tricia Bridgeo
7 Old Fremont Road
Raymond, NH 03077
603.548.1752
equinediscoverycenter.com

Module Title: “Big Horse, Small Horse…How Tall is That Horse?”
This lesson is designed to enhance skills associated with:
•

Math: Working with measuring tools that apply to horses and to everyday life.

•

Language: Learning new vocabulary words, their meanings, and how the words apply.

•

History: Learning the story behind how horses are measured.

